
CRISPR–Cas systems, which are best known as key com-
ponents of a new generation of genome- engineering 
tools1,2, naturally function as adaptive immunity 
mechanisms in bacteria and archaea. The CRISPR–
Cas immune response consists of three main stages: 
adaptation, expression and interference. At the adapta-
tion stage, a distinct complex of Cas proteins binds to 
a target DNA, often after recognizing a distinct, short 
motif known as a protospacer-adjacent motif  (PAM), and 
cleaves out a portion of the target DNA, the protospacer. 
After duplication of the repeat at the 5ʹ end of the 
CRISPR array, the adaptation complex inserts the proto-
spacer DNA into the array, so that it becomes a spacer. 
Some CRISPR–Cas systems employ an alternative mech-
anism of adaptation — namely, spacer acquisition from 
RNA, via reverse transcription by a reverse transcriptase 
encoded at the CRISPR–cas locus.

At the expression stage, the CRISPR array is typically 
transcribed as a single transcript — the pre- CRISPR 
RNA (pre-crRNA) — that is processed into mature 

CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs), each containing the spacer 
sequence and parts of the flanking repeats. In differ-
ent CRISPR–Cas variants, the pre- crRNA processing 
is mediated by a distinct subunit of a multiprotein Cas 
complex, by a single, multidomain Cas protein, or by 
non- Cas host RNases.

At the interference stage, the crRNA, which typi-
cally remains bound to the processing complex (pro-
tein), serves as a guide to recognize the protospacer 
(or a closely similar sequence) in the invading genome 
of a virus or plasmid, which is then cleaved and inacti-
vated by a Cas nuclease (or nucleases) that either is part 
of the effector or is recruited at the interference stage. 
The above summary is a brief, oversimplified description 
of the CRISPR–Cas functionality that inevitably omits 
many details. These can be found in recent reviews on 
different aspects of CRISPR–Cas biology3–9.

Similar to other biological defence mechanisms, 
archaeal and bacterial CRISPR–Cas systems show a 
remarkable diversity of Cas protein sequences, gene 

CRISPR
Clustered regularly interspaced 
short palindromic repeats, 
present in most archaeal and 
many bacterial genomes.

Cas
CRISPR- associated (proteins).

Adaptation
First stage of the CRISPR–Cas 
response that involves spacer 
acquisition.
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compositions and architectures of the genomic loci3,5,10–15. 
Our knowledge of this diversity is continuously expand-
ing through the screening of ever- growing genomic and 
metagenomic databases. To keep pace with such expan-
sion, a robust classification of CRISPR–Cas systems 
based on their evolutionary relationships is essential 
for the progress of CRISPR research, but this presents 
formidable challenges, owing to the lack of universal 
markers and the fast evolution of the CRISPR–cas loci16. 
Therefore, the two previous CRISPR–Cas classifications, 
published in Nature Reviews Microbiology in 2011 and 
2015, employed a multipronged approach that combined 
comparisons of the gene compositions of CRISPR–Cas 
systems and their loci architectures with sequence 
similarity- based clustering and phylogenetic analysis 
of conserved Cas proteins, such as Cas1 (ReFS17,18). The 
2015 classification included 5 types and 16 subtypes, as 
well as introducing the major division of CRISPR–Cas 
systems into two classes that radically differ with respect 
to the architectures of their effector modules involved 
in crRNA processing and interference. The class 1 sys-
tems have effector modules composed of multiple Cas 
proteins, some of which form crRNA- binding com-
plexes (such as the Cascade complex in type I systems)  
that, with contributions from additional Cas proteins, 

mediate pre- crRNA processing and interference. By con-
trast, class 2 systems encompass a single, multidomain 
crRNA- binding protein (such as Cas9 in type II systems) 
that combines all activities required for interference 
and, in some variants, also those involved in pre- crRNA 
processing (Box 1).

Since the publication of the 2015 classification, there 
have been at least three major developments in the 
study of the diversity of CRISPR–Cas systems. First, 
driven partly by the interest in new tools for genome 
engineering, dedicated efforts have been undertaken to 
predict and experimentally validate additional class 2 
systems19–28. As a result, the RNA- targeting type VI 
and multiple previously unknown subtypes of type V 
CRISPR–Cas systems have been discovered. Moreover, 
it has been shown that type V systems repeatedly evolved 
from transposon- encoded TnpB nucleases, yielding 
a large pool of type V variants, many of which can be 
expected to eventually become separate subtypes20,29,30. 
The second key development was the discovery of sev-
eral class 1 and class 2 CRISPR–Cas variants that appear 
to lack targeted cleavage activity and thus likely perform 
functions distinct from adaptive immunity8,31,32. Such 
derived CRISPR–Cas systems include type IV, several 
variants of type I and at least one type V system variant, 
and these are often encoded within mobile genetic ele-
ments29,30,33. Recently, the involvement of two of these 
derived CRISPR–Cas variants, encoded by Tn7-like 
transposons, in crRNA- dependent DNA transposition 
has been demonstrated experimentally34,35. Although the 
origin of some of these derived forms from particular 
class 1 subtypes is readily identifiable, their placement 
in the CRISPR–Cas classification scheme remains prob-
lematic. The third important finding involves the iden-
tification of numerous gene families that are associated 
with specific variants of CRISPR–Cas systems, particu-
larly of type III systems, and are implicated in signal 
transduction and regulatory roles8,31,32,36,37.

In this article, we reassess and update the classifi-
cation of CRISPR–Cas systems, using the previously 
developed strategies along with analysis of the modular 
structure of bipartite networks of gene sharing. Special 
emphasis is put on classification of the quickly prolif-
erating class 2 variants. The new class 2 classification 
now includes 3 types and 17 subtypes, compared with 
2 types and 4 subtypes in the 2015 version, and opens 
the door for many more subtypes of type V systems to be 
identified. Although experimental study of the recently 
discovered class 2 variants is only in its initial phase, it 
is already clear that their properties are highly diverse 
and are difficult to predict from Cas protein sequences 
alone. Therefore, robust classification and systematic 
study of class 2 variants are essential for understand-
ing their functionality in microorganisms and for the 
development of versatile genome- editing tools. In addi-
tion, several distinct class 1 variants, including three 
new subtypes, have been identified, bringing the total 
number of CRISPR–Cas subtypes to 33. We describe 
the current state and prospects of the classification and 
nomenclature of CRISPR–Cas systems and cas genes 
and, additionally, outline the emerging scenario of 
CRISPR–Cas evolution.

Interference
Final stage of the CRISPR–Cas 
response, which involves 
recognition and cleavage of the 
target DNA or RNA.

Protospacer- adjacent motif
(PAM). A short nucleotide 
sequence next to the 
protospacer that is required 
for target recognition by the 
crRNA effector.

Protospacer
Segment of DNA (typically, 
from a virus or plasmid) that 
is acquired by CRISPR–Cas 
systems via the activity of the 
adaptation complex.

CRISPR array
Genomic locus containing 
multiple, tandem CRISPR.

Spacer
Unique segment of DNA 
inserted between CRISPR units.
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The classification approach
No genes are shared by all CRISPR–Cas systems, ruling 
out the possibility of a straightforward, comprehensive 
phylogenetic classification analogous to that employed 
for cellular life forms. Instead, a multipronged com-
putational strategy has been adopted that includes 
the identification of signature genes for CRISPR–Cas 
types and subtypes, comparison of gene repertoires and 
genomic loci organizations, and sequence similarity- 
based clustering and phylogenetic analysis of the genes 
that are conserved in different subsets of CRISPR–Cas 
systems. Experimental data have also been taken into 
consideration, when available16–18,38 (Box 2).

Briefly, in this work, 566 amino acid sequence profiles 
(see Supplementary Methods), representing all variants 
of the 13 core cas genes, several still- uncharacterized 
components of their effector complexes, and relia-
bly identified known ancillary genes, were compared 
to the protein sequences that are annotated in the  

13,116 complete archaeal and bacterial genomes avail-
able at the NCBI as of March 1, 2019, using position- 
specific iterated BLAST39. This search, followed by 
extensive manual curation, resulted in the identification 
of 7,915 CRISPR–cas loci (Supplementary Dataset 1)  
that were fit into the previously developed classifica-
tion, on the basis of the presence of the respective sig-
nature Cas proteins, sequence similarity between Cas 
proteins, the phylogenies of the most highly conserved 
Cas proteins (including Cas1 as well as the effector 
proteins for individual types and subtypes) and con-
servation of the locus organization. Loci that did not 
meet the criteria for inclusion in any of the previously 
identified subtypes were assigned to new subtypes  
(Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, Supplementary Dataset 1).  
The updated collection of Cas protein family profiles 
(Supplementary Dataset 2) is a resource for the identi-
fication of CRISPR–Cas systems in sequenced genomes  
and metagenomes.

Box 1 | The two classes of CRISPR–Cas systems and their modular organization

Class 1 CrISPr–Cas systems have effector modules composed of multiple 
Cas proteins that form a crrNa- binding complex and function together 
in binding and processing of the target. Class 2 systems have a single, 
multidomain crrNa- binding protein that is functionally analogous to the 
entire effector complex of class 1. Part a of the figure illustrates the generic 
organizations of the class 1 and class 2 CrISPr–Cas loci. Part b of the figure 
shows the functional modules of CrISPr–Cas systems. The scheme shows 
the typical relationships between the genetic, structural and functional 
organizations of the six types of CrISPr–Cas systems. Protein names follow 
the current nomenclature. an asterisk indicates the putative small subunit 
that might be fused to the large subunit in several type I subtypes. The pound 
symbols (#) indicate that other unknown sensor, effector and ring nuclease 
protein families could be involved in the same signalling pathway. Dispensable  
(and/or missing, in some subtypes and variants) components are indicated by 

dashed outlines. Cas6 is shown with a thin solid outline for type I because it is 
dispensable in some, but not most, systems and with a dashed line for type III 
because most of these systems apparently use the Cas6 protein provided in 
trans by other CrISPr–cas loci. The three colours for Cas9, Cas10, Cas12 and 
Cas13 reflect the fact that these proteins contribute to different stages of the 
CrISPr–Cas response. The CrISPr- associated rossmann fold (CarF) and 
higher eukaryotes and prokaryotes nucleotide- binding (HePN) domain 
proteins are the most common sensors and effectors, respectively, in the 
type III ancillary modules, but several alternative sensors and effectors 
have been identified, as well43. ring nucleases are a distinct variety of 
CarF domain proteins that cleave cyclic oligoa produced by Cas10 and 
thus control the indiscriminate rNase activity of the HePN domain of Csx1 
(ReF.98). lS, large subunit; SS, small subunit; tracrrNa, transactivating CrISPr 
rNa. Figure modified from ReF.18, Springer Nature limited.
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Here, we additionally employed bipartite network 
analysis40,41 (Supplementary Dataset 3) for the identifica-
tion of cohesive modules in the network that reflect both 
shared gene content and Cas protein sequence conser-
vation, as well as for helping identify distinct CRISPR–
Cas subgroups that might have subfunctionalized or 
neofunctionalized.

Functional modules and core genes
All cas genes can be subdivided into four distinct, 
although partially overlapping, functional modules 
(Box 1)18,42. The adaptation module includes the gene 
encoding the key enzyme involved in spacer insertion 

(the Cas1 integrase) and the structural subunit of the 
adaptation complex Cas2, as well as the Cas4 nuclease in 
several CRISPR–Cas subtypes, the Csn2 protein in sub-
type II- A and reverse transcriptase in many type III sys-
tems. The expression processing module is responsible 
for pre- crRNA processing. In most class 1 systems, Cas6 
is the enzyme that is directly responsible for processing. 
In type II systems, processing is catalysed by the bacte-
rial RNase III (a non- Cas protein), whereas in many type 
V and apparently all type VI systems, the large effector 
Cas protein contains a distinct catalytic centre responsi-
ble for processing. The interference or effector module 
is involved in target recognition and nucleic acid cleav-
age. In class 1 CRISPR–Cas systems, the effector module 
consists of multiple Cas proteins — namely, Cas3 (some-
times fused to Cas2), Cas5–Cas8, Cas10 and Cas11, in 
different combinations, depending on the type and 
subtype (see Box 1). By contrast, in class 2 systems, the 
effector module is represented by a single, large protein 
— Cas9, Cas12 or Cas13. The signal transduction or 
ancillary module is a diffuse collection of CRISPR- 
linked genes, most of which have roles in CRISPR–Cas 
systems that are, at best, tentatively predicted. However, 
for type III systems an essential signal transduction 
pathway has been characterized. This pathway involves 
activation of the Csm6 (or Csx1) higher eukaryotes 
and prokaryotes nucleotide-binding (HEPN) RNase by 
cyclic oligoA, which is synthesized by the Cas10 poly-
merase and binds the CRISPR-associated Rossmann fold 
(CARF) domain of Csm6 or Csx1 (ReFS36,37,43).

Comparative genomic analyses have revealed par-
tial independence of the adaptation and effector mod-
ules of CRISPR–Cas systems that, especially in the 
case of type III systems, appear to have recombined 
on many independent occasions44–46. As a result, the 
topology of the phylogenetic tree of Cas1 shows only 
limited agreement with the CRISPR–Cas classification 
(Supplementary Dataset 4).

The classification of CRISPR–Cas systems is based 
primarily on Cas protein composition differences and 
sequence divergence between the effector modules16,18. 
The class 1 effector complexes involved in pre- crRNA 
processing and target recognition have similar organiza-
tions between types I, III and IV, although the sequence 
conservation among these three types is minimal47,48. 
The backbone of the effector complexes in all three 
class 1 types is formed by the distantly related RNA 
recognition motif (RRM) domain- containing proteins 
of the repeat- associated mysterious proteins (RAMPs) 
Cas5 and Cas7, the latter typically present in multiple 
copies. In most class 1 CRISPR–Cas systems, the third 
RAMP, Cas6, is the dedicated RNase responsible for pre- 
crRNA processing and may or may not be physically 
associated with the effector complex. The RAMPs are 
characterized by extreme sequence divergence, so that 
the sequences of Cas5, Cas6 and Cas7 from different 
subtypes could be linked only by using the most sensi-
tive methods for profile–profile sequence comparison  
or by direct comparison of protein structures. The  
large subunits of the effector complexes of type I and 
III systems, Cas8 and Cas10, respectively, occupy analo-
gous positions in the complexes but show no sequence 

Transposon
A mobile genetic element, 
typically flanked by inverted 
terminal repeats, that changes 
its location in the host genome 
by inserting into new sites with 
the help of a transposon- 
encoded enzyme known as 
transposase, integrase or 
recombinase.

Box 2 | Approaches for classification and nomenclature of CRISPR–Cas systems

The top panel of the figure shows the hierarchy of the main sources of information that 
are used for the classification of CrISPr–Cas systems. Computational strategies exploit 
a combination of comparative genomic and experimental evidence, aiming to analyse 
the components of the cas loci, establish their organization and place them within the 
classification scheme. Given the fast evolution that has resulted in extensive sequence 
divergence of most Cas proteins, sensitive sequence similarity search and phylogenetic 
analysis methods are crucial for the correct assignment of the individual components; 
neighbourhood analysis is necessary for understanding the architecture of the specific 
variants of the system. experimental data are often essential to determining the distinct 
features of CrISPr–Cas systems and the molecular details of their mechanisms. 
experimental results guide additional computational analyses by providing information 
on functional similarity between the components of different CrISPr–Cas systems and 
on the contributions of different components to the system function. The bottom panel 
illustrates the three- level gene nomenclature scheme, and the evidence used for the 
classification of a variant of subtype vI- b is shown. Gene neighbourhood analysis allows 
for unambiguous classification of this system as class 2. motif search and profile–profile 
comparison of higher eukaryotes and prokaryotes nucleotide- binding (HePN) domains 
result in its classification as type vI. However, position- specific iterated blaST searches 
do not detect sequence similarity to any of the previously identified type vI effector 
proteins. moreover, these loci encompass distinct ancillary genes, supporting their 
classification as a separate subtype (vI- b). The phylogenetic tree of Cas13b contains two 
strongly supported branches that are associated with distinct ancillary genes. accordingly, 
subtype vI- b is subdivided into two variants25.
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similarity and, at best, only remote structural similar-
ity. Whether or not Cas8 and Cas10 are homologous 
remains an open question; if they are, the divergence 
is extreme, rendering any sequence of structural simi-
larity effectively beyond detection49. Moreover, the 
Cas8 sequences show no detectable similarity even 
between some of the class 1 subtypes, such that the 
respective variants can serve as subtype signatures 
(Supplementary Table 2). The small subunit of the class 1 
effector complexes (Cas11) shows no statistically signifi-
cant sequence similarity between type I and III systems, 
but the structural similarity between the Cas11 proteins, 
as well as between Cas11 and the C- terminal α- helical 
domain of Cas10, strongly suggests that these are highly 
diverged homologues47,50. In type I systems, a key, stand- 
alone (although in some variants fused with Cas2) com-
ponent of the effector module is Cas3, a large protein 
that typically consists of fused helicase and HD nuclease 
domains and is directly responsible for the target DNA 
cleavage. Type III systems differ fundamentally, with 
the HD nuclease being fused to Cas10, the large sub-
unit of the complex involved in transcription-dependent  
cleavage of the target DNA.

Type IV CRISPR–Cas systems are highly derived var-
iants that typically lack adaptation modules as well as 
the nucleases required for interference. Moreover, only 
Cas5 and Cas7 proteins are readily identifiable in type IV 
loci by sequence similarity with their counterparts in 
other types. Recent comparisons of the structures of the 
effector complexes of type IV and I systems have iden-
tified the type IV counterpart of the large subunit of the 
effector complex48, suggesting that type IV systems could 
be highly diverged type I or type III derivatives.

The class 2 effector modules are single large proteins, 
with their domain architectures clearly differentiating 
type II, V and VI systems (Box 1; and see the discus-
sion below)20. The types and subtypes within class 2 
differ substantially with respect to the mechanisms of 
pre- crRNA processing51–54. In type VI and subtype V-A 
systems, the large effector protein also encompasses the 
pre- crRNA processing RNase activity55–57, whereas in 
type II and several type V subtypes, this processing activ-
ity is typically relegated to a non- Cas enzyme, RNase III. 
In the latter cases, the effector module includes an addi-
tional RNA molecule, the transactivating CRISPR (tracr)
RNA, which forms stable duplexes with the partially 
complementary direct repeat of the pre- crRNA. After 
cleavage of the RNA duplex by RNase III, the mature 
guide RNA — that is, the crRNA–tracrRNA complex 
— remains stably bound to the effectors, allowing for 
specific DNA interference51–54.

The set of Cas1 to Cas13 proteins that comprise the 
adaptation and effector modules define the types and 
subtypes and thus represent the core of class 2 CRISPR–
Cas systems. This core is accompanied by numerous 
ancillary proteins that are more loosely associated with 
CRISPR–Cas. The repertoire of the ancillary genes has 
recently expanded drastically, in large part through the 
use of dedicated computational protocols for the system-
atic detection of CRISPR- linked genes31,32. We discuss 
these ancillary genes in a later section, after describing 
the current state of the CRISPR–Cas classification.

In addition to the distinctions between the cas gene 
composition and the sequences and structures of Cas 
proteins, the types and subtypes of CRISPR–Cas systems 
can be, to some extent, differentiated by the distinct 
sequence and structural features of the repeats them-
selves58,59. However, the correspondence is incomplete, 
such that the branches in the cluster dendrogram of 
CRISPR–Cas collate multiple subtypes59.

CRISPR–Cas classification
Class 1 and its derivatives. The classification of class 1 
CRISPR–Cas systems, which include types I, III and IV, 
has remained relatively stable compared with the 2015 
version18 (FIG. 1). The 2015 class 1 classification scheme 
included 12 subtypes that can be distinguished by 
sequence similarity clustering of effector proteins, as 
well as by comparison of loci organizations and the 
sequences of repeats. In the updated scheme, four sub-
types are added — subtypes III- E, III- F, IV- B and IV- C. 
In addition, given the experimental demonstration of 
new spacer incorporation by subtype I- U systems60, this 
subtype was reclassified as subtype I- G.

Subtype III- E, identified in 14 contigs from the NCBI 
non- redundant nucleotide sequence database that appear 
to come from 8 bacterial species (Supplementary Fig. 1, 
Supplementary Table 2, Supplementary Dataset 5), is 
characterized by a unique fusion of several Cas7 pro-
teins and a putative Csm2-like small subunit (Cas11), 
such that the crRNA- binding part of the effector mod-
ule is compressed within a single, large multidomain 
protein. In this respect, subtype III- E resembles class 2 
CRISPR–Cas systems, although the domain composi-
tion and sequence analysis unequivocally place it within 
type III of class 1, and moreover, a specific relationship 
with subtype III- D could be traced (Supplementary 
Fig. 1). The multidomain subtype III- E effector is pre-
dicted to cleave pre- crRNA, given the conservation of 
aspartate residues that are known to be involved in RNA 
cleavage in the homologous Csm4 protein, and might 
also contribute to target RNA cleavage (Supplementary 
Fig. 2). The subtype III- E loci often include a putative 
ancillary gene encoding a large protein that contains a 
CHAT domain, a caspase family protease that is, typi-
cally, involved in programmed cell death61, fused to 
tetratricopeptide repeats (TPRs) (FIG. 1). The presence 
of this ancillary protein suggests subfunctionalization or 
neofunctionalization of subtype III- E systems and their 
potential involvement in complex defence pathways 
(FIG. 1, Supplementary Fig. 1).

The subtype III- F systems have been identified pre-
viously62 and are included in the 2015 CRISPR–Cas 
census18, but they were not classified as a distinct sub-
type, because their number was too small. Now that 
this variant has been found in 12 additional genomes, 
it has become apparent that they qualify as a separate 
subtype (Supplementary Fig. 3, Supplementary Table 2). 
The Cas7 and Cas5 subunits, as well as the large sub-
unit of the subtype III- F effector complex, show a dis-
tant but substantial similarity with the corresponding 
components of other type III subtypes, whereas the 
putative small subunit does not show any similarity to 
Cas11. Unlike all other type III systems, subtype III- F 
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contains only one Cas7-like protein. The HD domain 
fused to the Cas10-like large subunit retains all catalytic 
residues and therefore is predicted to cleave the target 
DNA. However, the cyclase or polymerase domain of the 
Cas10-like subunit is inactivated, as indicated by amino 
acid substitutions in the catalytic site, and furthermore, 

the subtype III- F loci lack any genes encoding CARF 
domain proteins. Thus, this type III subtype clearly 
does not function via cyclic oligoA signalling, as has 
been shown for subtype III- A and implied for the 
rest of the type III systems containing an active Cas10 
polymerase36,37,43.
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In the 2015 classification, subtype IV- B was reported 
as a variant that, unlike subtype IV- A systems, lacks the 
dinG gene but contains a distinct version of the predicted 
small subunit of the effector complex; furthermore, most 
of the subtype IV- B loci encompass the ancillary gene 
cysH32. These systems have been discovered on plasmids 
from numerous, diverse bacteria30, and accordingly, the 
variant was upgraded to a subtype. Subtype IV- C loci 
were also detected but not formally classified in the 2015 
census. Now this type IV variant has been identified in 
nine contigs, mostly from thermophilic microorgan-
isms (Supplementary Fig. 4, Supplementary Table 2), its 
classification as a distinct subtype also appears justified. 
The Cas7 and Cas5 homologues of the subtype IV- C 
systems show statistically significant similarity to the 
corresponding proteins of subtype IV- A and IV- B sys-
tems, whereas the putative large and small subunits of 
the effector complex lack any detectable similarity with 
their counterparts from any other CRISPR–Cas system. 
Notably, unlike in the other two type IV subtypes, the 
putative large subunit of subtype IV- C contains an HD 
nuclease domain, suggesting that it cleaves the target 
DNA. The order of the HD nuclease motifs is the same 
as in Cas3 in type I systems, but different from that 
in the HD nuclease domains fused to Cas10 in most of 
the type III systems, apparently as a result of a circu-
lar permutation occurring during the evolution of the 
CRISPR-associated HD nucleases.

Several additional, distinct variants of class 1 could 
become subtypes when more taxonomic diversity and/or 
more structural and experimental data become availa-
ble. Among such cases, a distinct type III system variant 
found in archaea of the order Sulfolobales is represented 
by the loci YN1551_RS11700 to YN1551_RS11720 from 
Sulfolobus islandicus (Supplementary Dataset 1). This 
variant features extremely diverged Cas10 and Cas5 
homologues and a unique, uncharacterized predicted 
component of the effector complex, Csx26. Another dis-
tinct type III system, so far found only in the archaeon 
Ignisphaera aggregans (loci Igag_0607 to Igag_0623), 
includes several proteins that are not similar to any 
known Cas or ancillary proteins.

A variety of derived, apparently defective variants 
of type I systems have been discovered, such as the 

‘minimal’ subtype I- F and subtype I- B systems, which 
are encoded by distinct families of Tn7-like transpos-
ons30,33. These variants lack the helicase- nuclease Cas3 
that is required for interference63 and therefore are 
predicted to perform functions distinct from adaptive 
immunity. A hypothesis has been proposed that these 
minimal type I variants mediate guide- RNA-dependent 
transposition30,33, and recently, such activity has been 
demonstrated experimentally35. Defective CRISPR–Cas 
systems have also been reported in preliminary studies 
to be encoded by some of the recently discovered giant 
phages, where their roles remain to be deciphered64. 
An analogous interference- deficient derivative of sub-
type  I-E CRISPR–Cas systems was detected in the 
genomes of many bacteria of the genus Streptomyces32. 
This variant is not associated with any detectable mobile 
genetic elements but is tightly linked to a gene encoding 
a STAND superfamily NTPase65, suggesting involve-
ment of these interference- deficient CRISPR–Cas sys-
tems in signal transduction and possibly in dormancy 
induction or programmed cell death. The differences in 
the Cas protein compositions between these minimal 
CRISPR–Cas variants and fully functional type I sys-
tems potentially could be used as an argument for clas-
sification of the defective variants into separate subtypes. 
However, Cas protein sequence comparison and phylo-
genetic analysis unequivocally demonstrate the origins 
of these variants in subtypes I- F, I- E and I- B, respec-
tively30,32,33. Therefore, we propose to keep them within 
their respective subtypes as distinct variants — denoted,  
for example, I- F1, I- F2 and so forth (FIG. 1).

Apart from the newly identified subtype IV- C, most 
of the type IV systems are also defective CRISPR–Cas 
forms that lack the nucleases involved in target cleav-
age and thus resemble the transposon- encoded variants 
with respect to organization and, perhaps, functionality. 
Indeed, the distinctive biological features of type IV 
systems are their apparent (nearly) exclusive localiza-
tion on plasmids, integrated conjugating elements and 
prophages30. Furthermore, preliminary data suggest that 
multiple spacers targeting heterologous plasmids have 
been detected in type IV CRISPR arrays, suggesting that 
one of the functions of type IV systems is inter- plasmid 
competition66.

Some derived variants are so distant from the canon-
ical organization that their status as CRISPR–Cas sys-
tems appears questionable. A case in point is a recently 
described locus found in many Haloarchaea that only 
retain highly divergent forms of Cas5 and Cas7 (halo-
archaeal RAMPs, or HRAMPs), along with an unchar-
acterized conserved protein and various nucleases67 
(Supplementary Fig. 5A). The search of Asgard archaea 
genomes68 performed in the course of this work also 
revealed highly derived CRISPR–Cas variants that 
resemble HRAMPs in terms of their Cas protein com-
position and encompass an unusual large protein con-
taining a diverged Cas1 domain, along with distinct 
variants of Cas5 (a fusion with an HD nuclease) and 
Cas7, as well as additional nucleases (Supplementary 
Fig. 5B). The functions of these extremely derived 
systems are unknown, and given the lack of adjacent  
CRISPR arrays, it is not even clear whether their activity is  

Fig. 1 | Updated classification of class 1 CRISPR–Cas systems. The figure schematically 
shows representative (typical) CRISPR–cas loci of each class 1 subtype and of selected 
distinct variants, with the dendrogram on the left showing the likely evolutionary 
relationships between the types and subtypes. The column on the right indicates the 
organism and the corresponding gene range. Homologous genes are colour- coded and 
identified by a family name. The gene names follow the previous classification18. Where 
both a systematic name and a legacy name are commonly used, the legacy name is given 
under the systematic name. The small subunit is encoded by csm2, cmr5, cse2, csa5 and 
several additional families of homologous genes that are collectively denoted cas11. 
The adaptation module genes cas1 and cas2 are dispensable in subtypes III- A and III- E 
(dashed lines). Gene regions coloured cream represent the HD nuclease domain; the HD 
domain in Cas10 is distinct from that in Cas3 and Cas3ʹʹ. Functionally uncharacterized 
genes are shown in grey. The tan shading shows the effector module. The grey shading of 
different hues shows the two levels of classification: subtypes and variants. Most of the 
subtype III- B, III- C, III- E and III- F loci, as well as IV- B and IV- C loci, lack CRISPR arrays and 
are shown accordingly , although for each of the type III subtypes exceptions have been 
detected. CHAT, protease domain of the caspase family ; RT, reverse transcriptase;  
TPR , tetratricopeptide repeat.
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guide-RNA dependent. If these systems are shown to 
function via a CRISPR–Cas- like mechanism, they might 
qualify as distinct types, given the drastic reduction of 
the Cas protein repertoire.

Thus, the formation of derived variants that lack the 
interference capacity and are likely to perform functions 
distinct from adaptive immunity is a pervasive trend in 
the evolution of CRISPR–Cas. Additional highly diver-
gent CRISPR–Cas derivatives are likely to be discov-
ered, and their experimental characterization is likely to 
become a major research direction.

The expanding class 2. Class 2 CRISPR–Cas systems 
include types II, V and VI. The distinguishing feature 
of these types is that their effector complexes consist 
of a single, large, multidomain protein, such as Cas9 
in type II. Thanks to focused efforts on the computa-
tional discovery of new class 2 systems, partly in the 
quest for potential new genome- editing tools, this class 
has undergone a drastic expansion since the 2015 clas-
sification11,20–23. From 2 types and 4 subtypes in 2015, 
class 2 expanded to 3 types and 17 subtypes (FIG. 2). The 
new discoveries include multiple, diverse variants of 
type V as well as type VI systems, the first and so far 
the only variety of CRISPR–Cas systems that exclusively 
cleaves RNA.

Type V systems fundamentally differ from type II 
by the domain architecture of their effector proteins. The 
type II effectors (Cas9) contain two nuclease domains 
that are each responsible for the cleavage of one strand 
of the target DNA, with the HNH nuclease inserted inside 
the RuvC- like nuclease domain sequence51. By con-
trast, the type V effectors (Cas12) only contain a RuvC- 
like domain that cleaves both strands69,70. Type VI  
effectors (Cas13) are unrelated to the effectors of type II  
and V systems, contain two HEPN domains and appar-
ently target transcripts of invading DNA genomes. 
Cas13 proteins also display collateral, nonspecific  
RNase activity that is triggered by target recognition  
and induces dormancy in virus-infected bacteria71.

The assignment of subtypes within type II, V and VI 
systems is a challenge because of the uniform domain 
architecture of the respective effector proteins. The 
current practice (which, admittedly, involves a degree 
of arbitrariness) is to establish a new subtype for vari-
ants that do not show statistically significant sequence 

similarity to any of the already- established subtypes in 
BLAST searches39; the presence of additional accessory 
genes is also taken into consideration. This approach 
has so far resulted in the identification of 3 subtypes 
of type II systems, 10 subtypes of type V systems and 
4 subtypes of type VI systems with typical, large effector 
proteins (FIG. 2).

In addition, a heterogeneous assemblage of puta-
tive type V variants with smaller RuvC-like domain- 
containing proteins, provisionally classified as subtype  
V-U, have been discovered20 (Supplementary Fig. 6). The 
putative subtype V-U effectors show high sequence simi-
larity to TnpB proteins (predicted RuvC-like nucleases) 
encoded by IS605-like transposons and are thought to be 
intermediates on the evolutionary path from TnpB to fully 
fledged type V effectors. CRISPR–Cas systems evolved 
from different groups of TnpB on multiple, independent 
occasions, as has been shown by phylogenetic analysis  
of the TnpB family20. Recently, the interference activity of 
four subtype V- U effectors was validated experimentally, 
and as a result, one of these variants has been upgraded 
to a separate subtype, V- F22,23. Notably, these newly char-
acterized CRISPR–Cas variants show major differences 
in interference specificity compared with the previously 
characterized type V effectors and with one another. 
The subtype V- F effector, Cas12f (originally denoted 
Cas14), has been shown to cleave single- stranded DNA 
(ssDNA)22, although double- stranded DNA cleavage 
activity has subsequently been reported in a preliminary 
study as well72, whereas Cas12g is an RNA- guided RNase 
that also possesses collateral RNase and ssDNase activ-
ities23. These findings emphasize the remarkable func-
tional diversity of CRISPR–Cas systems, which remains 
to be fully characterized through the discovery and study 
of new subtypes. Different variants within subtype V- F 
(currently, variants V- F1–V- F3) appear to originate from 
different groups of tnpB genes, as indicated by the phy-
logenetic analysis of the TnpB family20 (Supplementary 
Dataset 4). Nevertheless, given the highly significant 
sequence similarity between these effector proteins, they 
are all currently classified within a single subtype.

One of the former V- U variants, V- U5, contains 
an apparently inactivated RuvC- like nuclease domain, 
as indicated by the replacement of essential catalytic 
residues, and is encoded by cyanobacterial Tn7-like 
transposons30. The prediction that this variant evolved to 
function in transposons analogously to the defective 
type I systems — that is, by mediating guide RNA- 
dependent transposition — has recently been exper-
imentally validated (and the subtype has accordingly 
been upgraded to subtype V- K)34.

It is expected that the remaining subtype V- U vari-
ants will be classified into the already created or into 
additional subtypes as they are experimentally character-
ized. Furthermore, in all likelihood, multiple subtypes of 
type V systems that independently originated from TnpB 
nucleases remain to be discovered, and consequently, the 
number of recognized subtypes will grow further.

The origin of type VI systems is much less clear than 
the derivation of type V systems from TnpB. The HEPN 
RNase domain is widespread in various defence systems 
— in particular, as the toxin components of numerous 

Fig. 2 | Updated classification of class 2 CRISPR–Cas systems. The figure schematically 
shows representative (typical) CRISPR–cas loci for each class 2 subtype and for selected 
distinct variants, with the dendrogram on the left showing the likely evolutionary 
relationships between the types and subtypes. The column on the right indicates the 
organism and the corresponding gene range. Homologous genes are colour coded 
and are identified by a family name following the previous classification18. Where both 
a systematic name and a legacy name are commonly used, the legacy name is given 
under the systematic name. The grey shading of different hues shows the two levels of 
classification: subtypes and variants. The adaptation module genes cas1 and cas2 are 
present in only a subset of the subtype V- D, VI- A and VI- D loci and are accordingly shown 
by dashed lines. The WYL- domain-encoding genes and csx27 genes are also dispensable 
and shown by dashed lines. Additional genes encoding components of the interference 
module, such as transactivating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA), are shown. The domains of the 
effector proteins are colour- coded: RuvC- like nuclease, green; HNH nuclease, yellow; 
higher eukaryotes and prokaryotes nucleotide- binding (HEPN) RNase, purple; 
transmembrane domains, blue.
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toxin–antitoxin modules, which are likely to be the ulti-
mate ancestors of CRISPR- associated HEPN domains7,73. 
Given that the presence of two HEPN domains is a 
unique signature of type VI effectors (Cas13), it is appeal-
ing to surmise that these effectors evolved from a com-
mon ancestor after duplication of the HEPN domain. 
However, the two HEPN domains in each of the Cas13 
proteins are only distantly related to each other, and 
phylogenetic analysis results appear not to be com-
patible with the duplication scenario (Supplementary 
Fig. 7). In the phylogenetic tree of the HEPN family, the  
N- terminal and C- terminal HEPN domains form dis-
tinct branches, pointing to a common ancestor with two 
HEPN domains. This ancestral cas13 gene might have 
evolved by recombination between two genes encoding 
distinct HEPN- containing proteins and, possibly, a dis-
tinct family of toxin components of abortive infection 
modules73. Type VI systems appear to be far less diverse 
than type V systems, but the discovery of new subtypes 
remains possible. For example, we identified a distinct 
type VI system variant in Brachyspira species with a two- 
HEPN effector that shows no significant similarity to 
the Cas13 sequences from the four current subtypes 
(Supplementary Fig. 8). Presently, we refrain from call-
ing it a new subtype because of its narrow spread in 
bacteria, but as the genomic database grows, this will be 
a strong candidate.

A bipartite gene- sharing network
In addition to the classification approaches outlined 
above, we performed a quantitative analysis of a bipar-
tite network in which CRISPR–cas loci are connected 
through shared genes (Supplementary Fig. 9). To identify 
clusters of tightly connected loci that share overlapping 
gene sets, we applied a previously described consensus- 
clustering approach that combines bipartite modularity 
maximization and hierarchical clustering, followed by 
significance- based filtering of the results40. By high-
lighting distinct sets of genes and loci that are mutually 
associated, the identification of modules in the gene- 
sharing network could contribute to both CRISPR–Cas  
classification and functional prediction.

Altogether, 126 modules were identified in the 
CRISPR–Cas network, which can be roughly assigned 
to four categories: modules sharing distinct ancillary 
gene sets (category 1); derived variants characteristic 
of specific bacterial or archaeal lineages (category 2); 
mixed modules that apparently result from recombina-
tional shuffling among CRISPR–cas loci that typically 
share closely related adaptation genes but have distinct 
effector genes (category 3); and modules that lack any 
of the above distinctive features but include highly 
diverged Cas proteins (category 4) (Supplementary Fig. 9,  
Supplementary Dataset 3). The recently characterized 
minimal variant of subtype I-F (I-F3) associated with 
Tn7-like transposons, a remarkable case of CRISPR–Cas 
neofunctionalization (module 16), is an example from 
category 1. Cyanobacteria-specific modules 65 and 
98, which consist of distinct variants of subtype III-B, 
exemplify category 2. A case of previously described 
gene shuffling in Methanosarcina species62,74 is captured 
in module 84, which belongs in category 3. Most of the 

identified modules include CRISPR–cas loci that belong 
to the same subtype. The exceptions are modules that 
combine two or three subtypes of type I (modules 10  
and 101) or type V (module 126) systems that share over-
lapping gene compositions. More notably, three mod-
ules (46, 93 and 108) join loci of types I and III systems, 
apparently reflecting recombinational events. Only a few 
relatively rare, low-abundance subtypes are represented 
by a single module. Most of the subtypes are divided into 
multiple modules, with subtypes I-E and I-B showing the 
highest heterogeneity (14 and 13 modules, respectively). 
This reflects the functional and evolutionary plasticity of 
these subtypes, which conceivably underlie their high 
abundance in current genomic databases (see below).

The fine- grained modules produced by bipartite 
network analysis could be useful for the identification 
of distinct functional variants of CRISPR–Cas systems 
that might be obscured by the conservative assignment 
of subtypes and variants. Moreover, this approach could 
provide a fast and straightforward way to assign new 
CRISPR–cas loci to predefined types and subtypes for 
which related loci have already been identified. In sup-
port of this possibility, the present bipartite network 
analysis was able to correctly assign most of the incom-
plete CRISPR–cas loci to the types and subtypes where 
they belong. To delineate coarse- grained modules that 
would facilitate the classification of novel CRISPR–Cas 
systems in an unsupervised way, more sophisticated 
multiresolution approaches will be required.

Distribution of CRISPR–Cas systems
The CRISPR–Cas systems are non-uniformly distributed 
among bacterial and archaeal phyla. We present a census 
of CRISPR–cas loci in the current collection of com-
plete bacterial and archaeal genomes. Analysis of 13,116 
complete genomes showed that CRISPR–cas loci are 
represented in a substantial majority of archaea (276 of  
324 genomes (85.2%)), including almost all hyper-
thermophiles (89 of 92 genomes (96.7%)), but only in 
~40% of bacteria (5,412 of 12,792 genomes (42.3%)) 
(FIG. 3, Supplementary Dataset 6). Clear trends are 
observed in the distributions of specific CRISPR–Cas 
classes, types and subtypes. In particular, class 2 remains 
nearly exclusive to bacteria. The absence of class 2 in 
archaea, at least in part, can be explained by the absence 
of RNase III, the pan-bacterial enzyme that is responsible 
for pre-crRNA processing in type II and some subtypes of 
type V systems — that is, in most of the class 2 systems46,75. 
By contrast, the genomes of Crenarchaeota are substan-
tially enriched for type III systems of class 1. Overall, 
and in most groups of bacteria and archaea, class 1 is far 
more abundant than class 2. However, there are notable 
exceptions — for example, Tenericutes bacteria, in which 
only class 2 systems have been identified so far (FIG. 3). 
Some groups of bacteria, such as Chlamydia species 
(FIG. 3) or the recently discovered candidate phyla radia-
tion, which appears to consist mostly of symbiotic micro-
organisms, are nearly devoid of CRISPR–Cas systems76–78. 
Conversely, the majority of type VI systems — and in par-
ticular, all instances of the most abundant sub type VI-B 
— have been identified in bacterial genomes of the phyla 
Bacteroidetes and Fusobacteria (FIG. 3).
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The biological underpinnings of the non- uniform 
phyletic spread of CRISPR–Cas systems remain to be 
elucidated. Considering the high horizontal mobil-
ity of CRISPR–cas loci, it appears likely that their loss 
or retention in prokaryotic genomes depends on the 
trade- off between the fitness cost, which is deter-
mined mostly by autoimmunity and the curtailment 
of horizontal gene transfer, and the benefits of defence 
conferred by adaptive immunity79–84. These benefits 
most likely depend on the abundance and diversity 
of viruses in specific habitats, as well as on the bio-
logy of host–parasite interactions in specific groups of 
microorganisms85,86. The evolutionary dynamics that 
determine the distribution of CRISPR–Cas among bac-
teria and archaea can be expected to become one of the 
major directions in CRISPR–Cas research in the next  
few years. In particular, these dynamics might depend, to 
a large extent, on the interactions between CRISPR–Cas 
and DNA repair mechanisms, such as the double- strand 
break repair systems87.

Core and ancillary cas genes
The components of the adaptation and effector mod-
ules comprise the suite of core Cas proteins. The core 
Cas proteins in the widespread CRISPR–Cas types and 
subtypes are well characterized, although the discovery 
of novel class 2 effector proteins continues to gradu-
ally expand the core gene repertoire. Furthermore, in 
the course of the systematic search for new CRISPR- 
linked proteins, many highly diverged variants of the 
core proteins have been identified32.

By contrast, the list of the (predicted) ancillary 
CRISPR- linked proteins has greatly expanded as a result 
of dedicated searches of CRISPR–Cas genomic neigh-
bourhoods31,32. For the great majority of these proteins, 
no experimental data are available yet, but computational 
analysis of their domain architectures points to multiple 
connections to various signal transduction pathways, as 
well as membrane association or functional links to mem-
brane transport processes for many CRISPR–Cas systems 
— particularly those of type III systems, which drastically 
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Fig. 3 | Distribution of the six types of CRISPR–Cas system in the major archaeal and bacterial phyla. The heat map 
shows the weighted fraction (between 0 and 1.0) of the genomes in each of the major archaeal and bacterial phyla in which 
CRISPR–Cas systems of the respective type have been detected. Each CRISPR–cas locus of a given type within a taxon was 
assigned a weight equal to the weight of the respective genome (see the Supplementary Methods for details); additionally , 
the weights of the genomes that lack CRISPR–Cas loci were collected. The sum of the weights of the CRISPR–cas loci of 
each type was normalized by the sum total of the weights across the taxon. ‘Partial or unknown’ indicates CRISPR–cas loci 
that could not be assigned to any of the known types.
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stand out in the complexity of their gene repertoire 
among all CRISPR–Cas forms (FIG. 4). Several accessory 
proteins — for example, those in subtypes VI- B and VI-D 
— have been directly shown to modulate the activity of 
their respective effectors25,26. Furthermore, some of the 
genes that are currently classified as ancillary are actually 
represented in numerous CRISPR–Cas systems and could 

perform major roles in the immune response. The most 
obvious example is Csm6, a HEPN- domain RNase that is 
a component of the majority of subtype III- A CRISPR–
Cas systems and is activated by the signal transduction 
pathway initiated by cyclic oligoA produced by the Cas10 
polymerase30,31. Systematic experimental characteriza-
tion of the roles of accessory proteins in CRISPR–Cas 
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Fig. 4 | Ancillary genes in CRISPR–Cas systems. The basic molecular machinery of CRISPR–Cas systems consists of the 
cas core genes. The core genes are often accompanied by diverse ancillary genes that perform additional or regulatory 
functions. The ancillary genes are typically present only in subsets of the CRISPR–cas loci of the respective types and 
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functions will undoubtedly be another key research area 
in the study of CRISPR–Cas biology for years to come.

The discovery of new class 2 subtypes and numerous 
accessory proteins poses obvious problems for the sys-
tematic nomenclature of CRISPR- linked genes. So far, a 
conservative approach has been adopted, under which the 
cas designation is reserved for core genes, or more pre-
cisely, families of homologous core genes (Supplementary 
Table 1). The numbered cas gene names were originally 
assigned to the 11 most common genes among diverse 
CRISPR–Cas systems, and subsequently, cas12 and cas13 
— the effectors of type V and type VI systems, respec-
tively — have been added. Currently, the cas names are 
reserved for type- specific effector genes, whereas sub-
types are specified by suffixes — for example, cas12a, 
cas12b, cas12c and so forth. The recent designation as 
Cas14 of small type V effector proteins related to those 
in subtype V- U systems22 does not conform with this cri-
terion. We believe that the appropriate name for these  
proteins should be Cas12f 23, given that Cas12 is sup-
posed to apply to all type V system effectors. Obviously, 
under this approach the number of cas genes cannot be 
expected to increase substantially, because both the dis-
covery of new types and the identification of new core 
genes for already established types are rare. The ancillary 
genes continue to be known under their legacy names 
or as csx followed by a number, although a systematic 
nomenclature might be considered in the future.

Origins and evolution of CRISPR–Cas
Comparative analysis of CRISPR–Cas systems — in par-
ticular, the newly discovered class 2 subtypes — provides 
for the reconstruction, at least in outline, of a nearly 
complete scenario of CRISPR–Cas evolution (FIG. 5). A 
striking feature of the evolutionary history of CRISPR–
Cas is the repeated recruitment of genes from different 
mobile genetic elements for various functions in adap-
tive immunity7,29. Thus, the adaptation module, along 
with the CRISPR repeats themselves, appears to origi-
nate from an immobilized transposon of the casposon 
family, so named because these elements employ a Cas1 
homologue as the transposase88–90. The casposon could 
have contributed not only cas1 but also the cas4 gene, 
encoding another nuclease that is involved in PAM 
selection during adaptation in many CRISPR–Cas sys-
tems60,91–93, given that Cas4 homologues are among the 
cargo genes in some casposons.

The effector module of type III systems appears to 
be the best candidate for the ancestral state, given their 
widespread (especially in archaea) and complex gene 
composition, as well as the fact that, in most of the  
type III variants, the large subunit of the effector com-
plex (Cas10) is an active enzyme, a cyclic oligoA poly-
merase7. The effector moiety of CRISPR–Cas could have 
started as a putative signalling system that has been 
identified in several bacteria and consists of a small- 
sized, ‘minimal’ Cas10 homologue and a homologue of 
Csm6 with fused CARF and HEPN domains7,94 (FIG. 5). 
This system is predicted to function analogously to the 
signal transduction pathway in type III CRISPR–Cas 
systems — namely, by synthesizing cyclic oligoA (most 
likely in response to stress) that is then bound by the 

CARF domain and allosterically activates the RNase 
activity of the HEPN domain36,37. Indiscriminate RNA 
cleavage by the HEPN domain would induce dormancy 
or programmed cell death. The putative ancestral sys-
tem remains to be studied experimentally, but even  
without such validation, it resembles an abortive 
infection (Abi) module. Indeed, recently the HEPN- 
containing Csm6 protein of subtype III- A systems has 
been shown to act as a toxin causing growth arrest of 
the host cell95, which is compatible with the origin of the 
type III effector module from an Abi system. Similar to 
the known Abis10,96, the ancestor of the effector module 
is likely to be subject to extensive horizontal gene trans-
fer and might, effectively, possess features of a mobile 
genetic element.

Thus, different types of mobile genetic elements seem 
to have given rise to both the adaptation and the effector 
parts of class 1 CRISPR–Cas systems. The subsequent 
evolution of the effector module would have involved 
serial duplication of the RRM domain of the Cas10 
homologue and the capture of additional proteins — in 
particular, the target- cleaving HD nuclease7. The key 
event in the evolution of type I systems was the capture 
of the helicase- nuclease Cas3 and the replacement of the 
oligoA polymerase Cas10 with the enzymatically inac-
tive Cas8 as the large subunit of the effector complex. 
Whether the latter event involved extreme divergence 
following the inactivation of Cas10 or the capture of an 
unrelated protein remains uncertain.

The origin of type IV systems remains uncertain, 
but the recent discovery of subtype IV- C systems, with  
the large subunit fused to an HD domain, together 
with the observation that both the Cas5 and Cas7 com-
ponents of type IV systems share a greater sequence 
similarity with their counterparts from type III than 
with those from type I systems, suggests that type IV 
could have evolved from type III. These observations 
are compatible with the lack of association of the IV- C  
systems with any known mobile genetic elements. 
Similar lines of evidence could point to subtype I- D sys-
tems as a potential evolutionary intermediate between 
type III and type I systems. The structure of both the 
subtype I- D effector complex and the Cas10d protein 
should shed more light on the origin of type I systems. 
The origin of the HRAMP system, a highly derived 
CRISPR- less class 1 variant, is unclear as well, but both 
its Cas5 and Cas7 components are more similar to the 
respective proteins of type III than to those of type I sys-
tems, suggesting a route of evolution parallel to that of  
type IV systems67.

In class 2, the effectors of different subtypes of type V 
and, possibly, type II systems appear to have evolved, on 
multiple independent occasions, from TnpB nucleases 
encoded by yet another class of mobile genetic element, 
the IS605-like transposons20. Type II systems apparently 
evolved from a distinct variety of TnpB (denoted IscB) 
that contains an HNH nuclease domain inserted into 
the RuvC- like domain97. The type VI system effectors 
(Cas13) seem to originate from HEPN- containing 
components of an Abi module7,20 (FIG. 5). The functional 
analogy between Cas13a and Abi has been recently val-
idated by experiments that have demonstrated growth 

Casposon
A member of a distinct class 
of transposons that employ 
a Cas1 homologue as the 
transposases and are thought 
to be the ancestors of  
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modules.
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arrest of phage- infected bacteria that is dependent on 
Cas13a activity71. A recurrent trend in the evolution 
of CRISPR–Cas effectors is the accretion of additional 
proteins (in class 1) or domains (in class 2), on top of 
the core nuclease domains, providing for the flexibility 
required to accommodate the crRNA and the target 
DNA or RNA7.

Another general trend in CRISPR–Cas evolution 
is the spawning of defective variants, many of which 
are appropriated by mobile genetic elements30,33. The 
defective forms of CRISPR–Cas systems are predicted 
to perform various functions that require target rec-
ognition but not cleavage. A striking case of such 
functionality is the crRNA- dependent, site- specific 
transposition that has recently been demonstrated for 
the transposon- encoded derived variants of subtype I- F 
and subtype V-K systems34,35.

Concluding remarks
Because the most abundant types and subtypes of 
CRISPR–Cas systems are now known, the overall struc-
ture of the current classification is likely to stand the 
test of time. However, the discovery of comparatively 
rare but functionally and evolutionarily interesting and 
informative variants has not stopped and, in all likeli-
hood, will continue, especially as diverse environments 
are explored by methods of metagenomics and single- 
cell genomics. Some of these variants are distinct enough 
to become new subtypes, but so far, no new types have 
been identified after the discovery of type VI. Accord ing 
to the currently adopted criteria, to qualify as a new type, 
a CRISPR–Cas variant has to encompass an effector  
module unrelated (or extremely distantly related) to 
those of the known types. Other types might remain 
to be discovered, but it is becoming increasingly clear 
that, if such additional types exist, they are rare and/or 
highly specialized. Investigation of the numerous ancil-
lary components of CRISPR–Cas is starting to uncover 
multiple connections between CRISPR–Cas and various 
functionally distinct systems of bacterial and archaeal 
cells, particularly those involved in different forms of 
signal transduction.

In summary, the diversity of the identified CRISPR–
Cas systems has substantially increased over the last 
four years, thanks to a combination of computational 
and experimental approaches. Notably, the new varieties 
could be classified into distinct types and subtypes by 
using several criteria. Arguably, this granularity stems 
from punctuated evolution, whereby the diversifica-
tion of emerging subtypes slows down after an initial 
period of rapid innovation. Notwithstanding the appar-
ent distinctness of the subtypes, the increasing diversity 
of CRISPR–Cas creates further challenges to classifica-
tion and nomenclature and calls for the development of 
robust classification criteria. The delineation of types 
and, to a large extent, subtypes will likely remain quali-
tative, given the paucity of shared components. However, 
the classification of variants within subtypes, some of 
which might qualify as separate subtypes, can be quan-
tified — for example, by using bipartite network analysis, 
as shown here. On the whole, we believe that the clas-
sification of CRISPR–Cas systems has entered the era 
of consolidation and refinement. Experimental char-
acterization of CRISPR–Cas functions still lags behind 
predictions produced by computational analysis. It is 
our hope that the updated classification will facilitate 
experimental studies and promote new directions.
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